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split your audience and send each of them a different From your E-mail test D A / B means that it is the control and control control, before hitting send 187. What is one of the advantages of using templates for your email marketing campaigns? When is it to connect the construction such as the following statements is accurate? The number of sales
you do from the announcement The cost of each announcement publishes the cost of creating the announcement to a sales forecast that you can do from your ad 77.Quale of the following is true when you buy the positions of the ads on one Advertising network? What are your customers need on your website B in which your customers come before
visiting your website C where your customers go after leaving your website that are your customers on your website 117.come Can companies benefit from using the use of the use of analytics use on their website? A higher offer within your SEM B account finds in-depth information that can help you identify where to make improvements C build
better social media profiles of advertisements in other countries around the world 209. What is the advantage of Use digital data? QUANTITATIVE HOLISTIC CUSTOMER 93. What makes the data cycle useful? An exact position of your ad on a particular page of a website b The size and location of your ad c The exact position of your ad in search of
the results of the pages of pages d The position of the text within your ad 200 .Atargeting allows you to ... Target users, based on specific actions that take on your site B People, based on their similar and interests C appear higher within the search results of target people before come to your website 201. What form of targeting you would use View a
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otatisiv onnah ehc enosrep ella Social Media Account A number of hotlines that helps users complete their purchases 8. What should you consider when developing the contents of the website? Enter an ad for your products Add a way for customers to filter your products View very specific products and highlighted on your home page Cross-selling
products in the checkout procedure 103. What the following statements is true when describing how Does the retargeting the ad works? Have a button «Translate» that recalls a translation from an external provider Translate to your content with attention to particular words and phrases Translate to your contents directly, Word by word identifies
the name of companies of companies 107.Whalls of the following is mainly intended for new customers online? Steel | supply chain | supply chain b | exciting language c | exciting | exciting currency | exciting currency | exciting | exciting | currency d | customer emotions | legal 228.When you try to expand your activity internationally on social media
Media, what do you need to do? When you create a new post B blog when you make a sale or promotion C when adding a new service or product D when you assume a new personnel 139.qual Ãƒ ì The first step in the engine optimization process of Search for your website? Retargeting ads are visible to people who have not yet visited your site once a
user visits your site, the code releases an anonymous browser cookie once your customer buys, you can't disable the announcement of Retargeting will always bring customers to your site 104.qual is the best way to translate the contents of your site for a new market? To the phase of reflection, when customers begin to look for potential products to
buy B the financial phase, when customers think of their budget C Action stage, when customers engage and purchase your product D Sharing stage, when customers share images and feedback about your products Making it easier for people to find an activity on the web meht ekaM B txet ruoy nihtiw llew meht ecalP A ?laog aidem laicos a fo
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laicos ruoy esaercni uoy spleh tI ?etisbew ruoy no segami eht yfitnedi senigne hcraes pleh uoy nac woh ,edoc nettirw sa etisbew a no tnetnoc eht ees senigne C Put the brand on them D D Date their descriptive names 127.When a marketing campaign on search engines is performed, what goal do you expect to achieve by monitoring conversions on
your site? A Show all available information, to give your audience the greatest possible context b Customize your approach to your audience To tell a better story C Look only to visual graphics, because everyone will prefer this presentation format at tables and texts D Present all the information in the same way because everyone interprets things in
the same way 218.Because you don't focus on collecting how many data as possible? What role do metadata have in this process? To Prioritize b Highlight C Hide D promotes 163.Use social media for business purposes can be very different from running personal profiles. Sourcing Keywords Define your audience Write content Setting up a call to
action 80.When the videos integrate into a digital strategy, which of the following tactics provides value to customers? A Promotions and special offers B Custom Maps C Specific information on the location of Shooting Product and detailed information 198 Which of the following advantages of advertising display with respect to research advertising?
One way to get free traffic on your site B a list of many websites that sell your own products C an online store of images that you can use the interior of your contents of a platform that allows the advertiser to do Advertising on network websites 186.When we talk about email marketing, what is meant by test A / B? It is always necessary to contact the
site owner to buy ads on their page The network provides click-through-rate frequency data The network provides the names of the people they have about your ad The network will continue to post your ad for 7 days after your 78 budget expires.If a person adds a product to your cart but then leaves the site “Which of the following tactics is most
likely to encourage encourage person to return and buy the product? The analysis shows that you have many mobile visitors, but very few purchases by mobile phone a specific product does not sell much compared to other products you receive many questions about your rendered policy people have problems using a promotional code for a current
sale 102. What is an example of product merchandising? Organic results The search results page Business Directory Viewing the advertising networks 18.What is an important factor in the paid search auction system system? Public Answer B AdWords Editor C Facebook Business Manager D SEM Rush 175.When you create a website for a company,
what kind of design should you have to be «Mobile Friendlyâ»? In Stern & Serious B Serious & Honest C Fun & Inviting D Engaging & Inviting 164.Please the empty space: When search engines use factors such as geolocation, IP address and localization-based search terms to produce results on Geographical measure, this is called _____________.
Google translates mother-tongue Translation software guide 105.Ford to start promoting products in other online countries, what could you use to measure your product's demand in that specific market? The date of publication The number of images used The total number of words Title Tag 17.Compile the empty space: spend money on research
advertising influences the appearance of your website in _____________. What is meant by Â Â «Local companiesâ»? Organic Keywords B Announcements on Social Media C Pay Keywords D Directories 217.When a presentation based on many data is created, what principle should be kept in mind? It guarantees more visitors to your site guarantees
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product pages, it is important to put them In ________ Order? Checkout procedure more relaxed low costs Operating costs Minimum interaction required with the segmentation of the client of the public 99. For an owner or administrator, what is a functional advantage of having an online store? A quantity of links contained in the e-mail b The number
of images in your e-mail c The opportunity for opt-out customers d The line of the e-mail object 189.How you can attract users of the Social Media To share your video content online? Creating and sending the ad-hoc content when you have time the creation of time-sensitive content that can be published through various channels that regularly send
customers with news on products or services of a business, creation and promotion of online materials With the goal of increasing interest in a product or service 61. What does the following definition describe? A b possed c earned d published 160.qual type of instrument can be used to monitor and evaluate the actions of your social media media on
your website? An advertising search b regains the reactiziando d retargeting 202.fort the empty space: in the world of display advertising, remarketing is a way for _________. A list of content that imitate the competitor contains all your online business goals a long-term program that identifies when publishing content a list of friends who can post on
accounts 48. What is the best way to put your social content in front to people who don't follow you already? Company address, website, telephone numbers Business name, business, phone numbers Website, phone numbers, email address Business name, email address, website 40.Which of the following factors Help Search engines determine
whether your Ã¨ local? A Search ads are more¹ likely to be clicked on B Search advertising Ã¨ more convenient than display advertising C Search advertising allows you to create ads in moreÃ¹ formats D Search advertising is shown to customers who are looking for your specific terms 192.When advertisers run online ads that typically include an
image for people to click, youÂÂs called ÃA Search Engine Optimization B Banner advertising C Display advertising D Webpage advertising 193.Which of the following Ã¨ the most accurate analog for a network of display advertising? Auction Website Keyword Announcement 31.What should your search ad have to promote more¹ clicks? Prices A lot of
in-depth scientific information and detailed statistics Special offers Certifications to show youÂÂqualified to provide a 7.Which of the following Ã¨ an example of a Ã ④ ÂÂcall to action Ã ④ ÂÂ on a website? Exact Random Match Direct Match Close match 35.What canÃ² tracking conversions in search help to measure? How much time people spend on
your page Ã ④ ÂÂHow To Find UsÃ ④ ÂÂ Which day of the week Ã¨ most popular for bookings If your funny Tweet goes viral How many people who visit your site book a room with you 89.Most web analysis tools can² tell you what information about you? Your company has a mobile app instead of a website The site includes your company's phone
numbers The site works on different mobile devices The site does not include any videos so you can quickly upload 57.Which of the following can be used to reach an audience when using some social media ads? A use of online tools to help you understand where there  ÂÃ¨ a strong demand for your products B move your entire business to that
country C replicate your business in more¹ countries you can buy new domains for the country 227.Fill the blanks: When advertising internationally, you should make your company ________ to the new market, consider the _____________ and every possible _______________________ Do you need a website to show in search results 3. What the following
statements is true when it comes to developing a web presence for a business? An invitation to action A captivating title A close photo A social media link 32.What of the following advantages in using relevant ads and landing pages? To tag in messages b uses the hashtags c funny rendili d uses subtitles 190.qual of the following strategies is
fundamental for the distribution of your video content? Humor Please Surprise Educate 63.Qual of the following explains better why writing approaches must be adapted to online content? A are seen by all B have a higher click frequency C can be available in many different D formats do not cost too much to set 114.The website hosting servers have
one unique IP address, what do you consist of this address? To the processing of large quantities of data takes a long time b great amounts of data are more difficult to store online C just information, at the right time, it is worth more than spreadsheets have a limit to the amount of information that They can store sell products or services online
219.When build your online store, to make it the most effective possible, should you try to optimize performance using images how? People with specific names people talking languages different people who already have specific products with a specific address 75.In how advertising can be effective? A Technology B Cost c scope of how long you are
in business 120.When planning your website, what is one of the important things you should consider? People pay to use search engines, so there is a wealthy clientele people actively looking for information, products or services are a big trend nowadays Search engines guarantee new customers 15.What technology do search engines use to browse
websites? To People on niche platforms are more¹ more¹ To interact with you B Your content will be put in front of a specific audience C Your content will be seen by a mix of different people, getting more views and likes D Improve the visibility of your brand on more specific social media platforms 162.Fill in the blank space: When it comes to
promoting a business locally, search engines can _____________________ your activity in the search results page if the user is close to your location. A Write an engaging online copy B Keep your target audience in mind C Understand your journey D Be consistent in your approach to copy 173.When designing advertising campaigns for mobile devices,
what are the best practices for identifying keywords to target? How to send material back [Company Name] Return Policy Return Policy Return Policy Return Policy Return Policy 26.Which of the following is a good way to get other websites to link to your site? A Quotes B Apostrophes C Italics D In square brackets 150.If you want to track a
completed order on your site, where would be the right place to add the conversion tracking code? A Portrait Photographer London B London Photographer C London Portrait Photographer D London Photographers Reach more people locally, on social media or on mobile 154.When you’re trying to promote your activity locally, what three key pieces
of information should be in your column? A Inventory Control B Integrated Invoicing C Ability to Track Shipment D Automated Complaints Management System 221.When looking to increase product sales on your website, is one way to do so by_________? Information about the location on the website, quality content and accessibility to the mobility of
the website Information location on the website, list of local shops and contact form Quality content, list of local suppliers and location information Location GPS tags on photos, quality content and accessibility to website mobility 41.When you are looking to attract a local audience, why is it important to optimize the website and and and for mobile
users? Â"bicycle shop near me" Â"bicycle shop in the United KingdomÂ" Â"local bicycle shopÂ" 38.Which of the following advantages of registering your company in local online listings? Color scheme Recycled content Inspire the name of  company PopolaritÃ 21.What should be the first step of a structured SEO plan? A Optimized for different devices
B Visually appealing C Full of relevant information D Heavy Text 156.Digital marketing is not just about selling your products internationally. How famous your brand How cool your logo How long your business has been How relevant are your ads 19.Which of these can help you do Google Search Console? Long Keywords Long Keywords and
phrases¹ Short Keywords and phrases PlusÃ¹ Long Keywords Corresponding exactly to 56.Before running search ads, Ã¨ you need to make sure that the Ã¨ mobile-friendly site. At what time of day your site receives the most traffic How many mentions or likes you receive on social media How are your competitors' advertising campaigns Going Email
addresses of visitors to your landing pages 87.Analytics can give you immediate and valuable information about what kind of customers? Redefine your website Change the color of the buttons in your email Send your emails to multiple contacts Rule  subject  your email 70.Which of the following statements is true when it comes to running email
campaigns for a company? Hire   agency to translate its website into local language Open a new office in the capital Determine your ability to deliver products and review all fiscal and legal information Invest in important advertising campaigns to raise awareness of the 109 brand.When you sell to people from different countries, which atreffo atreffo
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Heb's analysis can tell you many things about your online performance, but what can you analyze the tools don't tell you? A resized design B A Visual Design C A reactive design of an integrated design 176.Building a plan will help you focus your efforts when you use social media. A personalized content to make every customer feel important, taking
into account the data available on each individual customer. What websites visit the user after leaving your website B how you are currently classified in C search engines How people interact with your website D How people interact with your website of your competitors 211.When Using Analytics programs on your website, which of these do not fall
under the category of a size? A people are believed that local businesses on social media B can direct ads for a specific local audience C can carry out video ads that promote the area of people use social media more than they use 167 search engines. Is it a main advantage that content marketing can lead to the online presence of a business? To
stamping contacts to guide continuous improvement B Understanding user behavior and improve the effectiveness of your digital marketing efforts C interact with customers on your website to increase conversion D predict your users the next data-based move Previously 213.In the time when the user spent on your site is considered what type of
data? Slice the really interesting content B Give detailed descriptions of its content C Clearly the brand Your videos d include calls to action within video tracks and measure Web Traffic 205. When using Analytics programs on your website, which of Don't fall into the category of a metric? A SEM Advertising B Social Advertising C Retargeting D Email
Campaigns 225.Analytics can help optimize your website for which of the following? 2-way conversation with with Not being present on each social media platform Do not have resources to answer comments and questions in a timely manner spending too much review time analysis of social media 51.When you try to ensure that your website is easily
accessible by mobile users , What should you focus on doing before? Consider the possibility of removing the video from the platform considers to turn your video based on comments consider updating your preview images, video titles or descriptions consider asking people to look at the entire video in description 86.compile the void : Website
analysis can tell you ____________. What scenario best describes a mobility experience for a customer? Adding relevant content that highlight your business's location including your address on your Twitter account Optimizing your site for desktop devices only added a list of local stores to you on your site 43.What of the following companies can get
using I Social media? A next to them B below them c on the next page after them d above them 149.When the fine adjustment of paid search ads, a wide correspondence keyword to be changed in a correspondence keyword sentence using which symbol? A will show you where your audience comes from B we will list which pages to your audience
does not like C will show where your customers go after they have left your site d â € â € will show you because your audience visit your site 118. Websites are hosted on a server and each of these servers has its own unique IP address. Research Console 92.Quale Type of data refers to a metric that can be represented with a number? Visitors can
manually adjust the size of the site the website will adapt to any device that displayed on Customers can provide feedback on the design of the website The website will respond click¹ faster 53.When it comes to optimizing the Web site Ã ④ ÂÂs SEO for mobile users, which below is a crucial element keep in mind? A The act of a user coming from a
certain geographical position B The act of a user who spends a certain amount of time on the site C The act of a user who satisfies a specific metric d one act of a user who completes A 207 goal. How is a defined spreadsheet? By increasing the offer for the keywords you are taking aiming B by increasing the relevance of keywords, announcements
and destination page to add many keywords to the campaign to get more traffic D continuously changing advertising. of search engine marketing (SEM)? Increase the referral of the past to the mouth set up and grow your audience the sales of your product or service lower the cost of content development 84.How can you take advantage of your
product for your product / services without actually make a video? A choice such as industry images on your website B Reserving all the social profiles you will use for business C find people who return to your website search on keywords D. 131. When you want to optimize the performance of a website to improve it Search engine ranking, using Ã ¢
â,¬ Ã â,¬ Ã ¢ â,¬ Ã ã, Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ã Ã â â â â â â â â â â â â. â,¬ â â â â â â "¢ in your SEO Plan often allows you to accommodate a lot of larger companies and more consolidated B Find more opportunities C See more traffic than short tail keywords D Media 132.google Search Console Ã ¢ â,¬ å "crawlÃ ¢ â,¬ Reports left to monitor ...? A position
internet b internet positioning c internet internet privatization protocol 119. When considering that it is a web presence for your business, which of the following is not an important factor? Allows brands to add pop-up ads at every point of the customer's trip, guaranteeing high visibility provides companies itneilc itneilc ilaiznetop ad itad ¹Ãip
ereilgoccar id Ãtinutroppo'l edneiza ella anoD eriurtsoc a odnatuia ,oihcram nu noc ottatnoc ni onartne ehc atlov ingo erolavââ li itneilc ia ecsinrof enilno Ãticilbbup allus oraned eraimrapsir id you¢ÃÂÂve worked out your Unique Selling Point (USP), how would you use it in a long-term online strategy? Pay-per-click advertising Organic advertising
Search box marketing One-click advertising 29.In an SEM auction, your Quality Score is based on which aspect of your ad? It helps you make the most of the data collected from marketing activities It helps you evaluate your competition It provides information about what users like about your website It presents collected data in a visually appealing
way 94.Fill in the blank: Actionable insights can be described as explaining the ______ of an online marketing campaign. ¢ÃÂÂTo entertain, to inspire, to _______ and to convince¢ÃÂÂ. Increase your email marketing campaigns Ask people to share your content to their networks Use paid promotion to reach new audiences Put links to your social on your
website 49.What can social media analytics tools help you measure when assessing campaign results? Which activity would be first on the list? Content that will go viral A channel to engage with customers A variety of different brand perceptions An online following and fanbase 82.Fill in the blank: As a small business, creating videos to showcase
your business or product requires only ______. A To help determine the best way to collate customer data B To help determine the performance and allow for optimisation C To help determine where your budget will be spent D To help determine the performance of your competition 195.If the analytics for your video campaign shows people are only
watching the first few seconds of your video, what can you do to try and amend this? An agency, professional crew and equipment Creativity, lots of experience and a large budget Creativity, planning and any budget Creativity, planning and high-quality equipment 83.Using videos in email marketing and social media is an effective way to do what? A
Ask your audience what they search for when looking for Bing C keyword search tool or keyword C keyword search tool Use a tool to collect keywords that your competitors are using d use all the usual keywords from your website in your Advertising account 174.What of the following tools could be used to get an understanding of sentences and
questions that people seek for a given online topic? B Reduction of the number of channels used for content marketing only to channels with the highest reference numbers, resulting in saving money c identification of the public that displays their contents, and guarantee that those specific public are targeted in the future, with l 'Objective to increase
the perfecting sales of their content marketing strategy while they go, taking into account the available data and metrics reach more customers with advertising 184.When you look at your e-mail marketing metrics, click through rate ( or CTR) highlights which of the following intuitions? Custom custom templates A free list of email addresses You can
direct a function that allows users to cancel the subscription to the email automation of research and advertising campaigns 68.What is a good practice to keep in mind When do you send e-mails to contacts? A REACH OUT to potential customers who actively seek your product or service B Create different types of ad formats to show potential
customers C Persons based on their interests and habits of SEM is much cheaper than any other advertising medium 130.When you try to increase the presence of a website, put together your search engine optimization plan will help you plan your steps. Brief content and fewer images and usability Usability and short content Less video content
54.What can a company use to send messages to users who already have downloaded their app? Long Hair Keywords High Relevance Tail Keywords Top Tail Keywords 24.Which of the following would be an ideal target for a SEO plan? A Your audienceÂdata Â Â interests C You audience¢ÃÂÂs available income D Your audience¢ÃÂÂs offline
behaviour 177.Why is social media a great tool for your business to build trust and engagement with your audience? A Off-site optimisation B Keyword research C Writing fresh content D Setting an ad budget 140.We use them every day, but what is the overall purpose of a search engine? A Site speed and usability ! Wrong B Keywords and metadata
C Image size and navigation D Site speed and visual appearance 158.When looking to create video content for your marketing strategy, what three best practices should you look to include? Attract new audiences Build a good reputation with customers Meet sales goals Increase traffic to their website 44.Fill in the blank: Businesses should focus on
social media platforms with _______. A Change the colours to be more eye-catching B Change how much your branding is shown in the video C Update the description to tell people more about the video D Delete the video and try again with edited content 196.How can your business benefit from video without making one yourself? Hyperlink Return
link Menu bar Breadcrumb 6.Which of the following is something you¢ÃÂÂll probably want to exclude from your website? A Everyone uses search engines B You can target ads to a specific geographic area C You can target ads to specific genders D Search ads are cheaper than display adverts 171.Which of the following would be described as a good
business goal to set for your social media campaigns? A pay less per click than standard SEM ads B show ads to people before they visit your website C show ads to people after they visit your website D display a pop up on your website when people visit it 203.When creating video marketing content on a budget, what is the first thing you should
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promote your products and services locally, what are the advantages of using search engine announcements? AA targeting option a for publishers b a marketplace between online publishers and advertisers c a system of payments for online advertising campaigns d a targeting option for advertisers 194.Because it is important that you set up goals
during schedule of display advertising campaigns? Bar chart Pie chart Heat map 97.What would be useful to include on a product description page? A browser users use to access your site b unique visitors to your site C time that users spend on your site D number displayed by visit 206.When you use Analytics on your website, what we mean by the
term Ã ¢ Â € â € â € ¢ â € ™? Listing b crawling c ranking indexification 138. To improve SEO performance of your websiteâ € â ™ s, when should you consider updating your SEO plan? Androids INTERNS AUTOMATONS BOTS 16.What of the following options can help a search engine understand what your page is? What would be the first step to
use a directory? A To position the websites based on how popular B to view websites in a random order to increase site traffic C to ensure that each company gets an equal number of visits to site D to help the user find The most relevant response to their query 141. What are three key considerations when evaluating keywords for search engine
optimization? To help you determine a marketing strategy to help a company understand the customer's online customer path to help To reach a global audience to provide information on groups of specific customers 11.Because the optimization of online customer contact points is advantageous for businesses? A The quantity of connections is
important, not quality B The quality of the links is important, not the quantity C hidden connections within the code on sites improves SEO D performance hidden connections inside images up Otni Tnuocca Gnitekram Enigne HCRAES RUALD EDIVID UOY UOY NO ECNATROPMI D SkcilC C Noisrevnoc B ECNAVELER A? Gnuwllah EHT Fo Sedulcni
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Identification of your ad budget Purchase of an analysis software Setting up your presence on social media keyword search 22.When it is search ads, which of the following could dictate how a announcement will work against a competitor? A You can reuse the same model B are always free C You can duplicate the design of your models website works
best on mobile 188.What of the following factors can affect the open speed of your email campaigns? What does "â € â € ™ â € ™?" To whether potential customers can access your web pages b if Google can view your web pages C how people interact with your website Q What information Google records on your site 133.Otain backlink to your
website is a great Way to improve SEO performance. An interactive computer application for the organization, analysis and storage of data B A static collection of related data tables that can be interrogated to identify specific fields C a tool for storing large quantities of numerical data, but not of text data d a digital balance to keep track of financial
transactions 208.When Web-based analysis tools are used, segmenting the data will be able to get which of the following? To drive more traffic to your website b directs more people in different areas of the world C insured that people see relevant announcements that refer to their search query D stop using negative keywords 147.Plex the void: when
they optimize the SEM campaigns, negative keywords ________________ The ads are displayed when people look for things that are not relevant to your business. The customer service representative can call when you have questions Your website The answer is achieved when you search a web term A computer connected to the Internet with the
software that allows you to host all the components of your website the device that determines the speed of your 5.fill mobile connection in the blank : A __________ is a shortcut for nu es :knalB ni lliF.09 enoizisop orol al e resworb led ittocsib orol i onanimile odnauq ,isseretni orol ied ilgatted i attatnoc e azzilitu ehc ¨Ã ovitisopsid id opit li ,enoizisop
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It doesn't work well, an effective tactic is for _____________. Audio Video Text Images 73. When using search engine marketing, where can your ads appear? A paid advertisement B Pay for followers C Follow all your followers of your competitors competitors e ocireneg oiggassem ossets ol aivnI oilgem anoiznuf elauq eranimreted rep otteggo'lled aenil
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Ãrenoiznuf elauq eripac etetop emoc ,izrofs irtsov i erartnecnoc aidem laicos id emrofattaip ilauq us erepas id attart is odnauQ.081 to the entire contact database Include sufficient content in the email so you don't need to click to read further elsewhere Include only one call to the action on the landing page to whichÂÂyou are linking Nehw.841 fo
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same offer as your competitor, have a quality score superior significance appear where in comparison? A commercial Display Ã¨ more economical than advertising Search B Appearing on the relevant websites offering advertising space C Ads may appear at the top of the search engine results pages D Ads Display are most likely¹ probably clicked on
199.When planning your advertisement display, what does the word Ã ¯ ÂÂpositioning Ã ④ ÂÂ mean? Pull Notifications Push Notifications Email Notifications 55.When you consider how mobile users will look for your business, what types of keywords should focus on? Ã ④ ÂÂThe division of an audience into groups of who they are and what they like,
with the aim of identifying a group moreÃ¹ interested in your product/service.Ã ④ Â ÂMarketing channels Demography Public segmentation Group dynamics 62.Complete the gap: What is missing from the description of the purpose of the content? A Treat all social media channels the same B Use popular phrases and memes for that area !Wrong C
Analyze popular platforms in that area Do not advertise at all, as other countries ÂÂt like social advertising 229.If you are trying to expand your corporate presenceÂ Âs online internationally, which of the following things should you consider as regards your online content? A Increasing staff morale B Increasing audience engagement C Increasing
customer satisfaction D Increasing overall profit 172.Ã ¨ ÂÂÂBecause© online attention intervals are shorter¹, a big hook or opening phrase Ã¨ important to attract people in.ÃÂ What Ã¨ is this an example of best practice? A Numbers and Letters B Numbers C Letters D Letters and Symbols 115.Imagine a customer downloaded an app made by local
hardware store. Â A Conversion B Dimension C Access D Metric 215.How do you manage the data in analysis to get more information about the behavior Â public? What best practice will encourage people to reconnect to your site? What should it be Fo tifdeneb A play gniwolllof eht fo hcihw.599 â € ¢ ¢ â € Ã ¢ ™ â € Ã Ã ¢ yhwâ~â € ¢ ?? thgisnipdo
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u blank Evitaretni Na B Snefa NtfaMart eht tfel d gnorw! egaugnal evitan eht otni detalsnarT C ecneidua eht rof detpada yllacol osla detalsnarT B ylno loot detamotua minutes yb detalsnarT A? od spreadsheets? Products and Delivery Time-sensitive details and currency dates written in the local format Information on exchange rates Free Giveaway for
local clients 28. Search Engine Marketing can also be called what? A for different devices, browsing and searching B for different devices and social media profiles c for email templates and social media profiles d for browsing, search campaigns and videos 226.Fort in the blank space: When considering international business expansion, is the best
place to Start Ã¨ a____________? There is no need to use sponsored ads within your email marketing, there is no need for analysis when it comes to email marketing you must include personal contact details. You can use any image, despite copyright 71.If you own a movie Blog, what kind of customer you can expect to reach with the advertisement
display? A puÃ² helps you make informed decisions and improve online performance B Digital Data¨ always 100% accurate Digital data saves money on Analytics offline D using digital data automatically reaches moreÃ¹ customers 210. When you arrive at Web Analytics , what insights can you collect using analysis tools? Previous versions of product
links to other suppliers Product reviews Comparisons 98.Which of the following is an e-commerce benefit? People who use ads and are interested in your people who have not read your blog before, but are interested in your subjects only people who have read your blog before only people interested in movies and movies 72. fill in the blank: Search
engine advertisements are usually _______. Acquire genuine product reviews Drive More¹ Traffic your store Develops one-way communication with customers mimics your approach of your contest 46. What details should you try to include on a corporate social media profile page? A build an online store with an integrated payment system B set to
Money transfer software like PayPal C Invest in a new website platform D Use other platforms like eBay or Etsy 224.If a user leaves his cart without making a purchase, a way to bring them back to complete the purchase¨? A Competition, Cohesion, Relevance B Frequency, Competition, Relevance C Relevance, Cohesion, Execution D Frequency,
Execution, Relevance 142.When optimizing a search website, what impact do the meta and title tags have on the search engine? A Use pictures directly from the Internet to ensure the exact file size B Use pictures directly from the original manufacturer C Make sure the pictures are of high quality D Use detailed descriptions instead of images to help
search engines 220.Which of these will not be an advantage for businesses using fully integrated e-commerce platforms? Session Duration Page Views Reference Traffic Unique Page Views 66.Which of the following options is needed to start an email marketing program? Keywords without site binding Keywords with insufficient lookup volume
Keywords excluded from a campaign Keywords misspelled 34.Please fill in the blank field: If you use the __________ keywords when creating search ads, minor variations, such as plurals, can still trigger the ad. Previous and current Customers Current and future Customers Previous and future Customers Offline and Online 88.If your main business
objective¨ is to encourage people to book rooms at your pension, what data are most likely to be interested in? Whether the campaign was more successful¹ than your competitors Whether visitors liked social campaigns or not If a visitor called the store Seeing a Post Social If the visitor clicked on a paid ad or an organic list 50.What of the following is
a pitfall when you use social media for business? These are the most common questions with answers when you take the Fundamentals of Digital Marketing Final Exam provided by Google Google ABILITY FOR AFRICA. After passing the examination of 50 questions with 80% + you will receive the digital certificate. The course covers 26 modules and
it is total total and requires 40 hours and can be done at your time and rhythm. Courses on their website. To learn more about Google Digital Marketing Visit Google Digital Ability for Africa The certificate provided 1. What term best describes the commercial activity that occurs when website visitors buy products or services from you? What your
customers are looking for your latest promotions and discounts your brand values if the content will become viral or no 9. What is the first step in creating an online business strategy? It collects the addresses of your visitors to your online store that provides a back-render system with orders management, provides a faster payment process than a
physical store allows you to present more sales and discounts than a physical store 100. What is the name of the process describes what happens when a customer is brought to a separate site to complete a transaction before posting the original site again? A local search B Geo Search C Mobile search Mobile search Organic research 165. Diligono
directories are a great tool to be noted locally online. It can be used for a great effect for local businesses. Try a different search engine, tweak the copy of the announcement and analyzes the results Rent a professional advertising agency eliminates the ad and try again to 91. Which Google Analytics section can tell you if visitors have found your
website via i Social media? What elements should you try to optimize to improve improved SEO performance? This is not possible to advertise on the videos of others, use images with a call to action instead share the other videos of ,everb ,everb ,etnenitrep B enoiza'lla atamaihc anu idulcni ,ocincet ,everb nU .oediv out led idnoces imirp i olos
onadraug enosrep el ehc irpocs ,icitilana oediv iout i onadraug is odnauQ .58 enosrep C Short, Entertaining, Include a Call To Short, Relevant Action, Include a call to action 159.How you would like to classify the content distribution channel that uses influencer and awareness marketing to increase the scope of a brand ? To the user of the device
access the site with B the time a user spends the browser a user to visit the site of the user's geographical position 212. What are the website analysis allow you to do? You can share offers and discounts exclusively to your following B you can share blogs from other companies to cover more than what you do can share honest reviews on your product
or service D you can connect with customers at any time of day 178 the apps .Mobile are a great tool to engage with moving customers. Discounted prices on your search advertising campaigns increased the probability of being discovered through search engines more mentions on social media platforms guaranteed sales to local customers
39.QuachÃ © Three information is essential to include first in your local directory list ? People pay to return to your site B Write some great content that you will find useful C insured that your connection is your connection to your link to them before, regardless of whether they have something interesting on their site 134.When sites Web on search
Pages of engine results, what element of a website does the search engines value more? How long the content of the page is B if the keywords are mentioned over 50 times in a short piece of content C unique, engaging, relevant content D where you are in the world when you add content to your site 135. When using a search engine, what is the
name of a word or phrase that Do you have types to find something online? How many transactions are completed on your site in general how many people click on your ad sam and end up browsing on your site how many people who visit your site from a search announcement end up completing a purchase how many customers the â €
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